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FURTHER ASPECTS OF
THE SWISS PRESS

peutic action in diseases of the circula-
tion. Forty prototypes are at present in
operation, in Switzerland and several

neighbouring countries; all the reports
of specialists emphasise the effective-
ness of treatment with this new
machine. The action of the Vasculator
is a result of the subtle combination of
modifications in the pressure of the air,
regular oscillations given to the whole
body, heating at a distance, ultra-
violet rays and the use of carbon di-
oxide and ozone. The combination of
these different effects produces a reac-
tion in the cardio-vascular system and
the lymphatic system. The Vasculator
acts therefore locally on the circulation
in the lower or upper limbs by alternat-
ing positive and negative pressure. It is

to a certain extent the optimum exten-
sion and perfection of the principal of
the old cupping-glass. Various diseases

have been treated with some success,

among them arteriosclerosis, the after-
effects of thrombosis and peripheral
embolism, varicose veins, and oedemas.

But the most spectacular results are un-
doubtedly the healing of varicose ulcers

or ulcers of diabetic patients and the

avoidance of amputation in case of

gangrene. The apparatus is commanded
and its functions synchronised elec-

tronically by a fixed sequence program-
mer. After more than five years of
thorough experimentation, the Vascu-
lator is now mass-produced by a Swiss

firm.
(OSEC)

Fire-fighting: a revolutionary smoke
suction apparatus

In fires, heat and smoke always
cause considerable damage and hinder
the work of extinction, especially in
cellars. The work of a Swiss inventor
will make it possible to reduce damage
of this kind considerably. It is a smoke
suction apparatus with a capacity of
9,000 cu.m. per hour. Several systems
of aspirators already exist, but the
originality of this new Swiss device lies
in its power—an 8 h.p. engine— and in
the use of fire-proof curtains. The sue-
tion orifice, in fact, is surrounded by an
asbestos and metal panel. The panel
can be applied either to a door, which
it seals completely, or to a small win-
dow. It is very quickly put in place.
The suction creates a flow of air in the
opposite direction to that by which the
firemen enter. In this way, they are able
to work in a current of fresh air and
under better conditions of visibility.
The apparatus can stand temperatures
of up to 240 degrees and can be used
without it being necessary to go inside
the premises on fire. Its comparatively
low price is negligible in comparison
with the damage it can avoid.

(OS£C)

While I was still correcting the
proofs of the article on the Swiss Press
which I wrote for the last issue, I
phoned the Embassy to check some of
my facts. As usual, the Embassy was
ready with the required answers. More
than that, T was given a recent book on
the Swiss Press, "Das Bild der Schwei-
zer Presse", written by Mr. Josef Jäger.
Editor of the "Schweizerischen Politis-
chen Korrespondenz" and founder of
the "Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Lokal—
und Regionalpresse".

As this book has a number of facts
and ideas overlooked in my article of
the last issue, I have thought it worth
while to give an outline of its main con-
tents.
The geopolitical structure of the
Swiss Press

Mr. Jäger is well aware that the
smallness of Swiss newspapers, in a
world where economic viability calls
for concentrated units, is a paradox.
This paradox is however well explain-
able in historical and geographical
terms. The immense majority of Swiss
newspapers are designed to serve a
market which ends with a valley, so
that a typical local newspaper (which
also has international news as well) will
not be read by citizens living fifteen
miles further afield, because they will
be subscribing to another paper. Can-
tons limited to a valley, such as Zug
and Glarus, have more than one paper
but each of them represent another
political tendency. Very few papers
cross the boundaries of the cantons in
which they are printed. The two most
important Swiss papers, the popular
"Blick" and the politically-neutral
"Tages Anzeiger" are the most promi-
nent cases. "La Suisse" also sells exten-
sively outside the Canton of Geneva
and the "Neue Zürcher Zeitung" sells
in the cantons bordering Zurich. A sur-
prising 19 per cent of its circulation
goes abroad. The multiplicity of Swiss
papers then reflects the multiplicity of
individual regions and the profusion of
political parties.
No question of a National Press

Due to the fact that the Press is a
most vital tool in direct democracy, it
must necessarily be attuned to it. Swit-
zerland's democracy is "direct" in that
her citizens do not only delegate power
in Berne, but actually take political
decisions themselves. Many of these
decisions have only a local bearing and
the way the population of one canton
feels on a particular problem will not,
in most cases, affect the lives of citizens
elsewhere in the country. The only
means to keep such a democracy going
is to keep citizens informed on the
events which concern them, and to
voice the will of the various sections of

the population as represented by the
parties. This is why a national press on
the British model would not only fail
to work but be positively harmful to
Switzerland. Two or three mammoth
papers would indeed have to ignore the
claims of minorities and could not con-
c:rn themselves with local problems.
The Swiss State can only continue to
live peacefully on the federal system
and it is important that this system,
which has proved so successful in the
past should be supported by the coun-
try's press.
How to keep small papers alive

Having established that small
papers (with circulations falling as low
as a thousand) are there to stay, it be-
comes important to find the way in
which they can achieve this economic-
ally.

Some small papers manage to have
correspondents in foreign capitals. On
the technical side, many of them man-
age equally impressive feats. The
author mentions the case of a publica-
tion circulating at just over a thousand
which has /owr telewriter receivers and
wants to acquire a fifth. Another simi-
Iar publication has its own rotary press.
Owing to present labour costs, news-
papers must be equipped with modern
time-saving equipment. Because this
kind of equipment is so expensive (a
rotary press for a daily with a 10,000-
circulation and 16 pages costs about
two million francs) it is necessary for
small papers to share this equipment.
They should not only share equipment,
but also their editorial staff. The basic
problem which must be solved is to pre-
serve the individual character of small
papers in spite of a mandatory co-
operation between them. This has been
made possible thanks to recent advances
in printing technology.
How to modernise the manufacture
of a paper

The most important piece of equip-
ment in a newspaper composing room
is the linotype, a machine with a com-
plicated keyboard which produces lines
of type in lead. These types are put to-
gether in the "make-up galley" and be-
come the mould of the newspaper page.
The correctness of the page can be
checked by "pulling a proof of the gal-
ley", an operation consisting of placing
a sheet of paper onto the galley and
passing an inked roller across it. If the
newspaper only possesses a flat press,
then the corrected type will go directly
onto the machine, which automatically
picks up the ready-cut sheets of the
newspaper and compresses them against
the type (which is inked between each
movement). Such machines work slowly
and are wholly inadequate for large
circulations. The rotary press is then
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necessary, but the lead type must be used
to cast a cardboard "flong" which is in
turn used to cast the curved plates
which will be fitted on the rollers of the
rotary press. This requires supplemen-
tary equipment, such as a moulding
press to make the flongs and a casting
machine to produce the curved plates,
but will lead to a far speedier produc-
tion of newspapers. New inventions,
such as the automatic linotype and the
offset process will change this tradi-
tional pattern and allow the manufac-
ture of newspapers with limited staff.

The automatic linotype
The operator of the traditional

linotype, the typesetter, is a highly
specialised worker and must therefore
be well paid. He can now be replaced by
a mundane ordinary typist working on
an ordinary keyboard. The text that she
writes is recorded on a paper tape by
means of punched holes. This punched
tape is fed into the automatic linotype,
which reproduces the text. With this
system, the typist has to indicate to the
linoype when it has to change lines.
Sophisticated apparatus already takes
on this job. The primary tape goes to a

computer which decides when lines
have to be changed (it can also under-
take corrections) and gives the correct
information to the machine. Automatic
linotypes not only have the advantage
of requiring lesser qualified staff, they
have the advantage of speed. A good
typesetter can a best write down 8,000
signs an hour, a typist 11,000 signs an
hour. Furthermore, the oncoming mes-
sage can come at any speed (magnetic
tapes achieve the output of one million
signs an hour) and be recorded, changed
into punched tape and subsequently fed
into one or more automatic linotypes.
Doing away with the teleprinter

The teleprinter, or telex, is a "tele-
phone for writing". Newspapers make
great use of this means of communica-
tion because they rely on news agencies
for their information. This is especially
true of Swiss newspapers, which can
only afford a small number of corres-
pondents across the world. The result is
that dozens of small newspapers will
be repeating exactly the same news
coming from a common source. The
paper subscribes to a news agency (ex-
amples of which are Reuter and Asso-
ciated Press) and is branched on it
through the telex network. The tele-
writers-receivers of a newspapr churn
out their reams of news and it is for the
editor to pick out the material he wants
to use for his next edition. The tele-
written text does not distinguish capital
from small leters, a fact which is liable
to lead to more typesetting errors when
the typesetter is not in full control of
the language in which his text is written.
This text must therefore be recopied by
the typesetter, corrected, adjusted in a
galley and framed as a mould for a
whole newspaper page.

This system is still universally
used but Mr. Jäger considers it to be
obsolete, especially so for the small

paper. Telewriters will be replaced by
"teletypesetters". Such machines, which
have the ability to typeset at distance
are already used by the large papers
with two or more printing presses. A
British national paper with production
facilities in London and in the Mid-
lands need not duplicate the job of type-
setting and composing pages which are
to appear the same in the two areas.
This work can be done at one end and
reproduced automatically at the other.
This arrangement means however that
a typesetter will loose his job and the
printing unions do not allow (in some
cases at least) the use of the teletype-
setter. As an example, the "Daily Tele-
graph" employs teletypists to send the
contents of its future editions to the
other production and distribution
centres in the north, where they are re-
set.

The small Swiss newspaper can by
no means afford such a costly duplica-
tion of work and should use, according
to Mr. Jäger, a teletypesetting system
instead of the current telewriting (or
telex) system in its communication with
the news agencies. There is a technical
snag however, and it is that every paper
should have the identical column width
and the same type. By teletypesetting
its information, the news agency actu-
ally makes up the paper's column. Since
it sends out the same instruction to
every subscribing paper and tells each
one of them to pass to a new line at the
same time, they must presumably have
an identical make-up. Although elec-
tronic adapters and computers at the
receiving end could eventually find a

way out, the fact remains that full use
of teletypesetting involves a certain uni-
formity in column width and type. Al-
though "Times" and "Excelsior" types
are predominantly used in Swiss papers,
there are over thirty other types still in
use, a fact considered as ill-placed indi-
vidualism by the author. He believes
that the normal reader is inattentive to
the type used by a paper and that
papers would lose none of their "per-

sonality" if they shared a common type.
Apart from some technical polishing-
up, the use of teletypesetting by news
agencies would mean that the text that
they send should be written in good
language and corrected, so that it can
appear without retouching in the pages
of a paper.

Modernising and sharing printing
machinery

The majority of Swiss papers still
make use of flat presses for which the
virgin sheets have to be cut and folded
separately. As we have seen, the prin-
ciple of their operation is to convey and
press the sheets of paper on the type
either by means of an oscillating platen
or a moving roller. This can take many
hours and once the paper is printed it
must be left to dry for a day. Rotary
presses not only work infinitely faster,
but cut and fold the raw paper with
which they are fed, transforming news-
print into ready-to-sell newspapers.
However, with their ancillary equip-
ment, they are very costly machinery,
and, considering that they serve only an
hour a day, are the most wasteful in-
vestments in the manufacturing indus-
try. The only way to avoid this con-
siderable loss is to make greater use of
the machines, and this is only possible
if newspapers are ready to share them.
The author shows how two typical pro-
vincial papers could easily share a same
rotary press. If one of them had a cir-
culation of 5,000, it could be produced
in a quarter of an hour. Even if it were
to be distributed fifty kilometres away,
this would involve no more than a forty-
minute van ride.

The author considers the advan-
tages and disadvantages of offset print-
ing at length. This relatively recent pro-
cedure can do away with a linotype. A
typewriter with newspaper-letters can
be used to type the page of the paper as
it will be published, this page is photo-
graphically reproduced on a sheet of tin
or aluminium which can easily be folded
on the rollers of a rotary press. The
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picture of the original page is not re-
produced on the tin plate as a relief but
as zones which, when the whole plate is
moistened, will accept ink, contrasting
with the other parts, which will not. The
rolled tin plate impresses its image onto
a rubber roller which, in its turn, prints
the wanted picture (which is often the
picture of written text) onto the paper.
This sysem is particularly convenient
for photographs and drawings since it
does not require the preliminary pre-
paration of picture blocks in a special
workshop. Photographs and drawings
are treated as ordinary text. Offset is
also suitable for colour reproduction, a
factor which is important in an age
when newspapers rely so badly on pub-
licity. Offset equipment is still more ex-
pensive than the traditional machinery,
but has the great advantage of not re-
quiring typesetters and makes compos-
ing much easier. It is presently used by
most colour magazines, it will soon be
interesting to the small paper.

Communications simplify the editorial
aspect of a paper

Traditionally, the editorial and
printing staff of a newspaper were
housed in the same building. This is no
longer necessary with the advent of tele-
typesetting and other means of com-
munication. As a consequence, it is pos-
sible for a number of small newspapers
to pool their editorial resources, as well
as their production facilities, while at
the same time maintaining their indi-
viduality. One way in which two or
three papers of common political out-
look could co-operate would be to have
a central editing office which would
send political, sports and other univer-
sal material to each of the papers con-
cerned, which would be solely respon-
sible for adding local news and localised
advertisements. The inverse solution
would involve two or three local editing
teams sending their local material to
the central office, which would not only
be concerned with publishing material
of common interest, but which would
actually print the respective papers. The
slightly increased cost of distribution
which a common printing press for two
or three individual papers would imply
would easily be offset by savings on the
production side. The cost of typesetting
and page-composing can nowadays
reach 50 per cent of the cost of an issue.

Similar arrangements have already
been passed between small Swiss news-
papers. For example, the "Neue Zur-
cher Nachrichten" has partners in
Glarus, Olten, Basle, Argau, Solothurn
and Lucern. It is responsible for the
backbone of the paper and sends out
all the foreign and federal news, cul-
tural features, sports and general ad-
vertisements in the form of flongs sent
by express post to its partners during
the night. They are free to do what they
choose with this "backbone" and add
their own stories and local news. The
"Rheintaler" at Heerbrugg and the
"Ostschweizer Tagblatt" at Rorschah

are edited in common at Heerbrugg, al-
though the "Ostschweizer Tagblatt"
keeps a small staff for local news at
Rohrschah. The Rohrschah printing
works are linked by teletypesetter to
Heerbrugg. A similar arrangement
spares staff in the dailies of Gridelwald
and Meiringen, which are linked by an
improved telewriting system.

Co-operative editing
A daily with a circulation of 10,000

might have four full-time editors. One
would be specialised in foreign affairs,
another in cultural, economic and home
affairs, a third in cantonal affairs and a
fourth in sports. If four dailies of com-
mon political orientation, each with a
staff of four, agreed to have common
reporters on foreign affairs, federal
affairs, business and sports, they would
in fact enjoy a staff of seven, and not
four. Moreover, the man writing on
national and international politics
could be stationed in Berne, where the
relevant news is more readily at hand,
the business writer could be stationed in
Zurich, and the sports editor could be
sent to witness various events. This
necessary specialisation will increase
the quality while not diminishing the
individualism of the papers who co-
operate editorially. Small papers some-
times have only one or two editors who
have to resolve administrative chores
on top of their editorial work. They

The European and Overseas Ser-
vice of the Swiss Broadcasting Corpora-
tion, in carrying out its double mission
to strengthen ties with the Swiss
Abroad, and present Switzerland to for-
eign listeners, has decided to revise its
short-wave programming policy on the
basis of a thorough examination of the
requirements of international broad-
casting. Despite the political, demo-
graphic and, above all, technological
evolution characteristic of our time.
SBC's European and Overseas Service
continues to play an extremely useful
role in projecting the "Swiss presence
in the world". Short-wave radio's po-
tential for long distance transmissions,
when fully utilised, becomes t/ze ozz/v

way to reac/z distant listeners direct/y
and i/nnzediate/y, no zzzatz'er w/zere t/zey
zzzav ize.

Immediate information is, there-
fore, the cornerstone of the Swiss
Broadcasting Corporation's short-wave
programming policy : our transmissions
are an extension of the domestic broad-
casting services to Switzerland and its
neighbouring countries; they supple-
ment the press, radio and television in
the regions of the world where our lis-
teners live; they provide a preview of
Swiss newspapers, respected abroad
but dependent on the relative slowness
of air transportation to get them to for-

have moreover to be in touch with all
the news and spend more time in sort-
ing out what they are going to publish.
Their work will only be made rational
by a co-operation with other papers.

Conclusions

The fragmentary structure of the
Swiss Press may not be altered, for the
sake of Swiss federalism. The only way
to adapt this political option to an econ-
omic reality calling for a concentrated
press is for small papers to invest wisely
in modern labour-saving machines, to
pool their resources into purchasing
and maintaining this equipment, to
rationalise and standardise the various
aspects of printing, to share their spe-
cialised correspondents and achieve a

more efficient separation of labour.
This must, and can be achieved without
the loss of the individuality of these
respective papers. Whether a number of
small papers appear individually in one
common press, or whether they are pro-
duced distinctly but edited centrally, or
whatever other working solution is
adopted, they will continue to appear
under their traditional titles and cater
for their traditional markets. The use of
teletypesetting and computers is not
beyond the reach of small papers, pro-
vided they accept to abandon what in
many cases is only an appearance of
economic individualism.

(PM5)

eign readers. In short, SBC's European
and Overseas Service plays an import-
ant role as a neutral source of quick
and reliable information, reflecting both
daily life in Switzerland and world
events as seen through Swiss eyes.

In studying our new programming
concept based on the need for informa-
tion and our ability to provide it, we
have formulated various standards
which will be applied to SBC's short-
wave programmes, as of May Jrd, 7970:
the number, length and times of our
directional transmissions will be affect-
ed, as well as their form and content.

Our six-month programme sched-
u!e will appear, in future, in z-e,gzozza/
editions instead of language editions
(with the exception of the Arabic ver-
sion). The first issue for 1970 will be
published soon, and free copies will be
available on request.

Although we cannot go into detail
here about the Swiss Broadcasting Cor-
poration's new programmes on short-
wave, we felt it would be useful to out-
line the basic concept of our new broad-
casts. We appreciate the interest you
have shown in our programmes,
whether by listening personally to our
daily transmissions or by making them
better known to interested persons and
groups.

(Swiss S/zort ITave Service)

SWITZERLAND CALLING
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